
It is convenient to pull the following wires out of the camobird 
connectors

...C100...black 10 pin connector. 

............H- dk blue (high fan)

............J- dk green (low fan) 

............C- dk green (A/C status), B-dk gn/w (A/C clutch relay 
control)

...C101...grey 10 pin connector. 

............D- dk green/white (fuel pump relay control out) 

...C102... 

............A- purple (starter solenoid "start" power in) 

...C105...black 8 pin connector. 

............G- white (tach signal out) 

Blue 10 pin....DkGrn/W (A/C request)

There are 5 pink wires going to the F body external connectors.  
cut those wires off to equal length & skin about 1/2" of 
insulation.  Twist the ends & solder them together, along with an 
extension wire.  #10 wire will do for the extension.  That wire 
will go to the ignition-on wire at the ignition switch.

There are two orange wires on the F body external connector.  
Those wires will connect to battery constant.

After you do these power wires, you can cut off the F body 
external connectors.

There is one very long bundle that has a rubber grommet on it.  
Be careful when you cut that bundle off, because there is a loop 
of orange wire, that comes out of the fat harness shroud, at the 
top end of that bundle.  There are no needed wires in that long 
snake.

You may want to save the long wires, for use later.

4.  Solder a 470 ohm resistor in the red wire coming from pin 15, 
red connector.  

5.  CAGS-  Cut off the CAGS plug from the harness.    Solder a 
2.2K ohm resister between the  two cut wires. 

BLUE CONNECTOR WIRES.

1.  Fan control, low temperature-dark green wire coming from pin 
42, blue connector.  

2.  OBD2.  Dark green from pin 58 blue Òserial dataÓ.  
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RED CONNECTOR WIRES.

1.  Speedometer control-Skin about 1/2 inch of insulation from 
the purple/white wire from pin 21. red connector. If you are 
using a smart speedometer, the purple/white wire goes to the 
speedometer input.        

2.  Tachometer.  White wire on pin 10, red connector.  

3.  Fan control- High temperature.  Dark blue wire, pin 33.  

4.  Starter-Use the purple wire already in the harness.

5.  Oil pressure.  A wire must be added if the Mazda gray/red 
wire is missing.  One end will go to the gauge.  the other end 
will go to your sensor.  This wire will come out of the harness 
at the location of your sensor installation.  

6.  Coolant temperature.  A wire must be added.  This wire will 
go from the sensor location @ the threaded hole at the rear of 
the passenger side cylinder head, to the gauge.  

7.  Check engine light.  Use the brown/white wire from pin 46.

8.  Fuel pump relay.  Dark green/white wire coming from pin 9, 
red connector.  

9.  Back up lights.  Not controlled by the PCM.  connect one plug 
wire to ignition-on, & the other to any red wire, that goes to 
the lights.

10. Reverse lockout-automatic only- light green, pin 44 , red, if 
you are lucky it will be there

GM A/C

11. A/C request.  Dark green/white-pin 17

12. A/C status.  Dark green-pin 18

13. A/C clutch.  Dark green/white-pin 43
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